Calligraphy/CalligraVie
classical & contemporary with Ustadh Bahman Panahi
Exceptional workshop of

27 Aug - 04 Sept. 2022

Bab Zouina at the foot of the Atlas
Mountains, Marrakesh

Bahman Panahi

THE WORKSHOP

Bahman Panahi is a visual artist, master
calligrapher and musician based in Paris.
Born in Iran in 1967 into a family of
artists, he received traditional and
classical training in both art forms. He
studied at the Faculty of Fine Arts of the
University of Tehran, at the School of
Fine Arts of Valenciennes and is
currently finishing his doctorate at the
Sorbonne. He is the creator of the
artistic concept "MusiCalligraphy" in the
world of contemporary arts.

The exceptional workshop will combine
guided and pedagogical sessions with
basic exercises on calligraphy techniques
and more creative sessions to develop
sensitivity and classical & contemporary
artistic research. Evenings and meals will
be devoted to discussions and exchanges
on the art of calligraphy, its history and
its various trends.

He spends his professional life between
various activities: courses, workshops,
university and public conferences,
exhibitions and performances throughout
the world.
www.bahmanpanahi.com
bahmanpanahi@yahoo.com

This stay is a total immersion in the art
of living calligraphy, in the CalligraVie, a
concept very dear to Ustadh Bahman.
Like any sacred art, calligraphy, when
practiced with intensity and sincerity,
becomes the mould that shapes the soul
of the calligrapher and opens up
aesthetic and spiritual dimensions.
All levels, from beginner to advanced,
are welcome. Knowledge of Arabic or
Persian is not required; however, an
interest and aesthetic sensitivity are
important.
All necessary materials will be provided
on site (qalam/traditional pen, ink,
paper, etc.) and can be kept by each
participant.

Registration
The number of places is limited to
15 people. The course will be held
with a minimum of 5 participants. A
deposit of EUR 500 is required to
confirm registration. The balance
must be paid before 31 July 2022.
Register by sending an email to:
marhaba@bab-zouina.com

PRICE
The price of the workshop is
EUR 1'575 in a double room and
EUR 1'975 in a single room. It
includes: 6 days of teaching,
transfer to and from Marrakech
airport, accommodation for
8 nights, meals at Bab Zouina,
a mid-week excursion, fruit and
Moroccan tea at will.

bAB ZOUINA
The workshop will take place at Bab
Zouina, a traditional guest farm,
located in the Ourika valley (30 km
from Marrakech) in a magnificent
domain in the middle of olive trees;
a swimming pool is available for the
amateurs. The domain abounds in
terraces and peaceful places to
relax. The botanical and aromatic
gardens surrounding the property
give the place a poetic charm and
invite to a soft meditation.

The meals will be cooked with fresh
local products and will allow the
participants to discover the local
cuisine with Berber and Moroccan
recipes.

